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Welcome

Tackling business crime together

Thank you

Peter

Dear Reader,

Welcome to the April edition of the NBCS

Quarterly Report and our first of 2021. This is

a timely edition with the opening of non-

essential retail just around the corner on the

12th April, a day I am sure most businesses are

looking forward to with anticipation.

Following the ‘big reopen’ the pathway is now

clearly lit for the easing of all COVID related

restrictions in June and a strong return to

bricks and mortar retail growth. Despite this

new opportunity it would be foolish to think

the upward trend (boom) in online retail will

reverse. It is absolutely critical that business

identifies potential significant risk across the

e-commerce framework and is able to

respond to this risk accordingly. My advice

would be not to ignore it, with so much

historical focus on bricks and mortar

protection online risk should now be of equal

priority, if business can’t already access the

data they need to identify the scale of the

potential risk then I suggest leaders begin

having those discussions now.

At the same time, we know there is a pent up

demand across traditional brick and mortar

offenders and OCGs. For some time now, travel

restrictions have meant that only the bold have

travelled out of their own local areas to commit

crime. You can be sure that as the industry

comes out of lockdown and the country opens

up so will the opportunity to commit crime

across a wider geographical area. We should

also consider what impact the closure of some

retail brands has had on the opportunity to

commit crime, will offenders mainly targeting

Arcadia Group brands for example be displaced

across alternative retail brands, if so we may

need to identify completely new sets of

offenders and risk.

So just to follow on from this cautionary tale,

may I wish all businesses a smooth and safe

reopen in the next few days. Hopefully some of

the content you are about to read will support

you in addressing some of the challenges

ahead.

It is absolutely critical that business 
identifies potential significant risk 
across the e-commerce framework 
and is able to respond to this risk 
accordingly. 



Our Numbers

NBCS By the 
Numbers

685In Quarter 1, the NBCS operations team have worked

with members and partners around the clock to identify

and target organised criminals impacting UK

businesses, producing alerts, identifying offenders and

developing series linked investigations.

Since January 2021, the NBCS have generated 685

alerts featuring organised, prolific and travelling

offenders which can be broken down across the below

industry types

Supermarket & Convenience   259
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All regions received appropriate alerts 
based on offender activity

Some alerts are duplicated across multiple regions. Alerts are split down by NBCS to ensure the 
alerts are shared proportionately.

38

61

69
71

26

36
76

61

62

10666

77

Fashion   76

Speciality 132 

Café, Dining & Hospitality   36

Wholesale   74

Truckpol & Tobacco   34

Telecommunications   2

Burglaries & Robberies   22

Industry Types
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Intelligence Led Success Stories

Over the past quarter, our Police Liaison Officers have worked with members and police partners to ensure

series linked investigations were raised and the most prolific and organised offenders were tracked, arrested

and prosecuted. Each success below would not have been possible without the NBCS network and all those

connected to it. So please continue to share your intelligence and together we will make a dent in offending.

Tackling business crime together

Highly active national travelling team 

targeting members across all retail 

sectors in the UK, conducting Sleight 

of Hand and Behind the Counter 

thefts.

NBCS Police Liaison Officers were able 

to identify members of the team for 

over 30 offences across the country 

and provide police statements to 20 

forces.

After generating a a series linked 

investigation around this team, NBCS  

were able to highlight the extent of 

the criminality to police which would 

have otherwise gone undetected.

One police force took the majority of 

cases on and the ring leader was 

charged with 12 offences, followed  

by another force picking up the rest, 

resulting in the team being charged 

with 15 offences in total and are 

under investigation for a further 20. 

Organised Travelling Team 
CHARGED!

Shortly after being released from  

prison, active prolific male was 

committing daily thefts from member 

stores across Worcester and Gloucester.

NBCS and our members, worked 

collaboratively with Gloucestershire 

police and managed to not only send 

the male back to prison for 6 months 

but also to serve a 4 year Criminal 

Behaviour Order.

The CBO includes conditions not to 

enter  affected NBCS member retail 

stores and restrictions on entry into 

Gloucestershire and Worcestershire, 

significantly reducing the risk of 

offences against NBCS member 

businesses.

4 Year CBO Issued to 
Travelling Prolific Offender
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Organised Crime Group were 

travelling across the UK conducting 

bulk thefts of baby milk, medicine, 

alcohol and razor blades.

The NBCS PLOs have been working 

this series linked investigation since 

November last year, collecting 

intelligence and data from various 

partners and members.

As a result of recent identifications 

and work specifically done with our 

member and Gloucestershire Police, 

members of the team were charged 

with over 40 offences affecting 

convenience and supermarket stores.

This has also lead to more extensive 

searches on the offenders and 

addresses which have found links to 

other criminality. All in all 

significantly reducing the risk of 

repeat offences against supermarket 

and convenience retail members. 

OCG Charged with 
Conspiracy to Steal

After a spate of activity in Summer 

2020 whereby a male travelled 

across the UK using counterfeit 

notes to purchase goods including 

high priced items and then 

refunded the items for real cash, he 

was arrested and bailed.

NBCS continued to circulate his 

image and MO which resulted in 

further arrests towards the end of 

2020, one of which he had given a 

false name which NBCS flagged up 

and rectified.

This male is still on police bail 

pending investigation with the 

National Crime Agency for fake 

currency charges, however his 

activity looks to have reduced 

significantly, leading to a reduction 

in loss for NBCS Member 

businesses.

Counterfeit £50 Notes 
Fraudster Charged 

The information our members and 

partners share is critical to the 

successful outputs our network is 

able to achieve.

Please continue to share so we can 

carry on delivering results like these

Intelligence Led Success Stories



What’s happened?

• Bank of England Governor, Andrew Bailey has unveiled the design of the new polymer £50 note 

featuring the scientist Alan Turing.

When does this new £50 enter circulation?

• It’ll be issued on 23 June 2021.

What more can you tell me about the new £50 note?

• It’s polymer, just like the £5, £10 and £20 notes.

• It contains sophisticated security features and completes our most secure series of Bank of England 

notes yet.

• It incorporates two see-through windows and a two-colour foil, making it very difficult to counterfeit.

• There’s a metallic hologram which changes between the word ‘Fifty’ and ‘Pounds’ when the note is 

tilted.

• These security features are common across all our polymer banknotes, so if you can check one, you can 

check them all.

C
Save the date – the new £50 will be issued on

23rd June 2021

Key information and timescales about the new £50 note:

For more information click here

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/banknotes/polymer-50-pound-note
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NEWS
As many of you will be aware the team at NBCS never sit still for

very long and are always eager to improve the service we deliver to

our members, grow the network and of course find tangible

opportunities which drive positive change with the world of

business crime reduction.

So here’s a little snippet of what we’ve been up to in the first

quarter of 2021…

New Member of the 
NBCS Team

At the beginning of 2021, we said goodbye

and good luck to our longest serving Police

Liaison Officer Colin Davies. Replacing Colin

was no easy task, however in January we

welcomed Tony Drinkwater into the role and

he’s hit the ground running!

Tony comes to us from Staffordshire Police

where he served for 27 years in a number of

different roles. His experience includes:

✓ Neighbourhood policing, dealing with 

local criminals and disorder

✓ Major incidents, drug trafficking, major 

frauds and investigation

✓ Human trafficking and safeguarding

✓ Rural crime

✓ International travelling criminality, 

working with partners such as Interpol

In his time serving the police, Tony was

awarded 8 commendations for his

investigative skills, hard work and dedication

to the force.

Tony primarily will be helping members

with burglary and robbery offences and

supporting the supermarket and

convenience sector.

New Members & 
Partners

We are delighted to introduce a number

of new members and partners to our

network. They include:

If your business would like to discuss becoming 
a member of NBCS, please contact us at  
enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

On behalf of us all 
Welcome!
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ANPR 
Expansion

NBCS have always put much emphasis on the

value of ANPR links and the quality

intelligence which can be produced as a result

or vehicle tracking. We have caught many an

organised offender in their tracks when on

their way back from a bulk theft and been

able to predict where an offender is likely to

target next

This is why we are delighted to announce that

we have expanded our ANPR reach and

access across the UK. We now have access to

hundreds of live locations in retail parks,

shopping centres, town and city centres and

now petrol forecourts all telling us where the

offenders are and where they are going

With this fresh resource we are improving

ANPR member alerting which all members

feel the benefit from including stores, drivers,

security operations centres, BIDs and BCRPs.

Watch this space!

NBCS 
Europe

The national structure of business crime

reduction in the UK is very unique and not

replicated across the rest of Europe. The work

we do around data/intelligence sharing and

identification of organised offenders involved

in business crime is not tackled using a

collaborative culture in many European

countries. Many of our retail members which

operate in Europe simply do not have

anywhere or any one to go to share data with

and get tangible results.

With the support of some of our key retail

members, NBCS are investigating the

opportunity of expanding into Europe.

We are already working closely with member

representatives and European stakeholders

and have started to build relationships with

police and other partners. We look forward to

feeding back our progress across the year.

…News
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On our journey to deliver the most collaborative and trusted preventative crime intelligence network in the UK, we

always look for gaps in crime and risk reduction and how we can save businesses money through driving efficiencies.

Our 2 new membership types are a direct result of identifying the changing needs of business and the changing

culture of offending.

New Membership Types

NBCS Connect 
Managed Service

Through NBCS Connect Managed Service we supply

a full crime management service to your BID or

BCRP and act as another member of your team. This

service provides enhanced crime management

capability with the addition of the full functionality

of the NBCS.

Whilst your team focus on providing that face to

face, boots on the ground support which is so

crucial, our Business Crime Liaison Team will

support them by providing up to date, live

information and intelligence to forewarn of risks to

the area.

Business Crime Liaison Resource

Crime Intelligence Management

Offender & Exclusion Scheme 
Management

Data Analysis & Trend 
Identification

Full access to NBCS Connect 
Ultimate Membership

NBCS Travel & Leisure

The Travel and Leisure industry is heavily impacted

by crime, whether they are targeting your

customers, staff or premises and targeted by

organised criminals regularly. This puts employee

and customer safety at risk as well as effecting your

bottom line and brand reputation.

Capturing this activity and turning data into

proactive preventative steps can be challenging and

sharing with other businesses may not always be

straight forward. Through our new Travel and

Leisure membership we can bring your business

into our intelligence sharing and support network.

Police Liaison Officers, including 
Slavery and CSE experts

Crime Management Platform and 
Data dashboard

Live-time Crime Alerts

Offender and Vehicle Data-share 
Dashboards

Monthly Trend & Intelligence 
Sharing Webinars

Sharing of intelligence relating to 
CSE and direct links to policing

NBCS News | 9
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EVENTS
Over the next 3 months we have a number of member events happening so update your

calendars and we’ll see you there!

NBCS Retail Trend 
Calls

APR

MAY

JUN

The fate of Business 
Crime Reduction 
Partnerships

The impact of Push-out 
Crime and solutions to 
reduce them

Claims and Return Cycle
Online meets bricks and 
mortar

An Audience with…..

NBCS Truckpol 
Trend Calls

27th

APR
22nd

JUN

Delivered with NaVCIS

Find out what our 
Associate 

suppliers have 
been developing 

in the past 12 
months

Smartwater

Gatekeeper

AGON

Total Security 
Solutions

Secur-it

6th

13th

20th

27th

4th

May

April

Dates to be provided to members directly



NATIONAL
Business Crime 
Conference 

Access to the very 
best suppliers

Access to the 
experts

V.I.P Member’s 
reception

Thursday 8th July 2021

The largest Business Crime Event 

in the UK purposely lead by UK 

retailers!

• Meet key decision makers from across over 

100 National and International Brands

• Enjoy key note presentations from leading 

industry experts

• Network with peers from across the retail, 

distribution, wholesale and online sectors

• See the latest innovations in risk management 

and profit protection, all in one place

• VIP access for NBCS Member and Associate 

Members

• Real life case studies, learn from the best

• Enjoy all day refreshments and lunch, on us!

• Free to attend for all retailers and partners

• Supplier exclusivity  

Powered by NBCS

Supported by our Associate Members

Don’t miss out. 

Book here

Trent Vineyard, Nottingham

*If you’re not an Associate Member or sponsor you may only attend in spirit

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/national-business-crime-conference-july-2021-tickets-147992903759
https://www.hanwha-security.eu/
https://www.revealmedia.co.uk/products/calla
https://www.smartwater.com/
https://amberstone.co.uk/
https://www.hikvision.com/europe/solutions/solutions-by-industry/Retail/
https://www.intelliq.com/
https://www.sensormatic.com/
https://www.axis.com/en-gb/solutions-by-industry/retail
https://www.agon-systems.com/
http://www.cbes.co.uk/
https://www.gatekeepersystems.com/us/solutions/pushout-prevention
https://www.metrosecurity.co.uk/services/retail-analytics/
https://totalsecurity.co.uk/
https://discagainstcrime.com/
https://g24.co.uk/
https://thruvision.com/


Mach 2.0

Coming soon…..

Helping your business manage and 
detect fraudulent GLIT claims 
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Driving Down Crime 
Against the Supply Chain

Our Experts

TRUCKPOL (powered by NBCS) works with

retailers, transport and distribution

companies and other agencies to improve the

way data is collected and intelligence is

shared across transport and distribution

networks. With the increasing demand of

online retail and home delivery, now is the

time to open our doors to the wider logistics

community and really make a dent in

organised crime impacting our UK supply

chains.

Tobacco continues to be the most sought after

commodity of criminals which attack freight for

profit. For this very reason, NBCS have focused

much of our efforts on tackling this type of

criminality through Operation Ash, an NBCS

initiative which is widely recognised by police

forces across the UK and has had much success

in identifying and investigating crimes of this

nature and convicting many members of

criminal gangs.

As well as expanding the Truckpol member

network, we are working closely with partners

NaVCIS to look at the data recorded by police

forces across the country to allow us to gain a

truer picture of crime impacting the supply

chain.

Many of our members will know our resident

Truckpol and ANPR expert Police Liaison

Officer John Hallam, who leads our response

against many of the criminal gangs which

target our members and was pivotal in

developing the Op Ash programme.

We are also now joined by freight crime

specialist Andrew Round who spent 30 years

working for West Midlands Police in a

number of different roles including CID, the

National Surveillance Unit, CMPG and was

even selected for 23 SAS in 1986.

In later years, Andrew worked in

collaboration with the Metropolitan Police

on the Truckpol project and then for NaVCIS.

Over the years he has contributed to the

convictions of many Organised Crime

Groups involved in freight crime.

Luckily for us, Andrew joins us to help drive

Truckpol forward with NBCS.

Andrew Round “I’d previously worked in 

partnership with NBCS and 

had been impressed with 

their work around Op Ash 

and their ability to 

disseminate intelligence 

rapidly.

NBCS now has a great team 

to work with Police and the

business community to tackle organised crime

gangs across the UK.

I believe the relaunch of TruckPol is a massive

benefit for the Freight/Cargo industry and

completely necessary in the UK at this

moment.”



The Truckpol Service
Our Truckpol membership provides

businesses operating within the supply

chain access to information and

intelligence in real time about current risks

and threats to safety and freight.

By working with members, authorities and

partners nationally, NBCS is able identify

active offenders and vehicles, emerging

trends and raise series link investigations

against organised offenders seeking to do

harm to your business.

Incident capture and escalation is the key to

providing your businesses with the insights

needed to identify where your risks lie and

support your businesses with solutions.

NBCS provide full incident management

software which can be used by members to

manage loss and risk strategies. We also work

with a large network of suppliers which

provide solutions to improve your defence

against the impact of crime.
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TRUCKPOL 
SERVICE

Delivered by 

NBCS

Police 

Liaison 

Officers

Crime 

Management

Platform

Daily Crime 

Intelligence 

Alerts

ANPR 

Alerting

Member 

National 

Datashare

Driver App  

Real Time 

Intelligence

Trend & 

Information 

Sharing 

Webinars

Trend 

Analysis 

Reports

If you would like any further information about Truckpol 
or would like to join our network please contact us at:

enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com



For more information visit NaVCIS: www.navcis.police.uk

You can contact our team at freight@navcis.pnn.police.uk 

NaVCIS is a policing unit that operates under
direction of the National Police Chief Councils’
vehicle crime lead.

We have warranted officers and non-warranted
staff, we are 100% funded by industry.

Recognised by the Home Office, National Crime
Agency and UK law enforcement.

‘NaVCIS is a bridge between policing and industry.’

We are concerned with vehicle finance crime; theft
of heavy plant and agricultural machinery; theft
of motorhomes and caravans; and Freight Crime.

In addition to operational and tactical support to
local policing our strategic aims (Freight) are:

• Support Law Enforcement and Industry in the
prevention and detection of freight crime.

•

• Maintain a UK Freight crime database.



‘One Touch Reporting’
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Transforming Business to Police 
reporting forever 

place. Next the manager leaves the shop floor

and enters the manager’s office where they log

onto the store computer. They access your

internal crime reporting software where they

select the appropriate form. The store manager

completes the form and submits it internally.

This store is in a Town Centre and happens to be

a member of the local business crime reduction

partnership. The store manager accesses the

crime partnership local software and duplicates

the report (if they bother at all). After this the

store manager calls 101 in order to report the

crime into Police, the colleague already knows

they are unlikely to get a meaningful response.

In addition to this there may be a requirement to

record the incident again for civil recovery. So in

this scenario we have keyed a minimum of three

to four times. Triple keying! What’s the cost?

Lets look at Shop A as the example (not a real

retailer). Shop A only suffers from theft, their

store managers cost the business £15 per hour

and all of Shop A’s stores are members of a

BCRP. The average time to report a theft

internally is 10 minutes, the average time to

report to Police using 101 is 20 minutes, the

average time to report into the BCRP is 10

minutes.

How much does crime cost your

business?

Let’s think about what’s included in that

calculation. Stock loss, the products have value

so this is easy to measure if it is reported

accurately, the cost of my stock loss is £x. In

addition to that we have the human cost,

colleagues leaving for alternative employment

due to antisocial, threatening and even violence

against shop workers. The cost of recruitment,

training, the reputational costs, the costs of

absenteeism, litigation. We also have the costs

of preventing crime, security guarding, store

detectives, CCTV Systems, Smart water, Smoke,

keyholding costs, I could literally go on all day

listing the necessary but significant costs

involved. But how often and how much do we

consider the costs of actually reporting the

crime?

For years we have followed the same processes,

albeit with incremental improvements and

innovation, in my view, sticking to what we know

can’t solve an age old problem. The government

have committed to 20,000 more Police officers,

the recruitment drive is underway, do we really

think this additional resource will be used to

solve business crime? Even if more resources are

pointed towards business crime, with models like

THRIVE it is ever more unlikely that those crimes

will be investigated.

To compound the problem, businesses tend to

work in silos, even many well intentioned

businesses who work collaboratively on the

surface, in reality work alone. It’s no wonder

business crime risk is accelerating.

Let’s be honest, it’s expensive protecting against

business crime, let’s take a simple theft; Your

store manager identifies a gap on the shelf and

reviews the CCTV, sure enough a theft has taken

…….
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In total the store manager spends 40 minutes

per crime just reporting. Shop A record 20,000

thefts per annum across their estate last year, so

the time spent reporting crime is 13,333 hours,

which is time that should be spend serving

customers on the shop floor! The productivity

cost of reporting crime at Shop A is £199,995.

This productivity cost to the business increases

significantly based on store colleague pay rate,

size of organisation and real reporting times

which can be significantly higher than the times

used in this example. I also appreciate that this

formula is dependent on all crimes actually

being reported which in most current examples

is not the case. So here we can clearly see there

is room for improvement. We must think

differently, move away from the norm and

innovate.

So what can we do? We can enable a process

where your store reports the incident only once

into your existing software platform, this means

it is completely unnecessary for your business to

change its existing structure or process. We call

this ‘one touch reporting’ and are currently

running trials in Sussex, working with Sussex

Police, Co-op Group and Zinc Digital (iNTEL

ONE) our software partner.

oo

If this trial is successful I believe it will be of

strategic national importance and may perhaps

bring the most transformative changes to

business crime processes in the last 10 years. If

we can make this work then I see an industry

that reports only once, and after that single

report has been made it is automatically triaged

and pushed into NBCS, Business Crime

Reduction Partnerships (if appropriate) and

importantly directly into Police systems. Success

will lead to a dramatic reduction in the cost of

reporting crime and the quality of reports into

Police will improve leading to more positive

outcomes. Police will finally have the opportunity

to realise the true volume of business crime but

will benefit from significant reductions in crime

processing costs.

We will keep you updated on our progress, our

intention is, in time, to roll this out on a National

basis across all forces and offer this reporting

mechanism to all businesses.

Food for thought and watch this space.

For more information about 
the Ground-breaking trial 
with Sussex Police and Co-op 
click here

https://www.sussex-pcc.gov.uk/about/news/ground-breaking-partnership-between-police-and-co-op-catches-prolific-offenders/


Case Studies
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OFFENDER 1 Prolific male offender brought to our 
attention from data shared as part of the 
Sussex trial.

NBCS were able to link the offender to 
other incidents in other member stores.

NBCS served a collaborative exclusion on 
the male with conditions not to enter 
member premises.

Male was found guilty and charged with 
10 offenders and will be sentenced in May

OFFENDER 2
Prolific female offender brought to our 
attention from data shared as part of the 
Sussex trial. 

Female was found guilty and charged with 
a number of offences and sentenced to 26 
weeks imprisonment.

Upon her release from prison, the female 
immediately entered a store and 
reoffended.

Thanks to the trial processes, this was 
identified immediately and the female 
remains wanted for the additional offence.

Text
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Creating a family of like minded 
Partnerships, sculpting the future 
of business crime prevention  

Striving to provide businesses with 
an inclusive crime solution that 
works for them – national to local 
or local to national

Closing the intelligence gaps to 
target the most prolific and 
organised offenders

Our Connect members

https://home.nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com/national-crime-prevention-network/
http://www.bacil.org/
https://www.disc-net.org/carlisle
http://www.onechelmsford.co.uk/
http://www.cgbw.org.uk/
http://www.gybid.co.uk/
https://www.mansfieldbid.co.uk/
https://www.norwichbid.co.uk/
https://poolebid.com/
https://livingreading.co.uk/bid
https://www.sheffieldbid.com/
http://sohobid.uk/
https://solihullbid.co.uk/
https://www.themall.co.uk/walthamstow/
https://www.highcrossleicester.com/
https://www.bullring.co.uk/
https://www.cabotcircus.com/
https://www.theoracle.com/shop
https://www.centraleandwhitgift.co.uk/
https://www.west-quay.co.uk/
https://www.shopsilverburn.com/
https://www.brentcross.co.uk/
https://www.victorialeeds.co.uk/
https://www.unionsquareaberdeen.com/
https://www.gosouthampton.co.uk/sbcp/




We are an intelligence-led security 
business

We know the best way to create safe and secure 

environments is by combining deep expertise of 

our people with the power of our systems, 

deploying the best technology. Translating data 

into meaningful insights gives our people 

actionable intelligence to deliver effective 

security solutions.

Fire & Security

The impact of a fire or security breach can be 

devastating. Our fire and security division protect our 

clients’ businesses, staff and reputations by providing 

effective risk mitigation solutions. 

We offer a full range of services covering 

procurement, design, supply, installation and 

maintenance, and can offer expert advice on the best 

system for your needs. Our team can provide a large 

scale roll out across multiple sites as well as assisting 

with smaller bespoke solutions.

MARS is an all in one solution for linking your epos systems 

with your CCTV to reduce transaction overheads and 

eliminate leakage by tagging suspect transactions and 

providing CCTV evidence.

M.A.R.S is used in hundreds of stores across the UK and 

Europe, directly reducing group losses by up to 70%.

n The M.A.R.S system’s innovative loss prevention features 

also provide forecourt fuel operator clients including Shell, 

Certas Energy, Harvest Energy, Great Gas Petroleum and 

George Hammond Plc with complementary, added-

value/revenue-boosting operational, training and site 

management features.

n M.A.R.S is just one part of Metro Security’s comprehensive 

range of security, fire detection/alarm and building 

management services, backed up by Metro’s in-house 24/7 

monitoring facility, NSI Gold certification, and its sister 

company Adder Digital Technology’s R&D resources.

n Metro Security boasts a 40+ years trading pedigree, with a 

cross-section of residential, commercial, corporate and public 

sector customers..

Metro Security (GB) Plc’s Queen’s 

Award-winning M.A.R.S retail

analytics solution enables its 

customers to… 

• Slash shrinkage

• Boost profits

• Improve site efficiency

• Enhance customer service

• Raise their brand profile

• Exploit marketing opportunities

A trolley based pushout prevention system

thwarts ORC and shoplifters at the moment a

theft occurs. As a thief attempts to leave, the

pushout prevention system locks the trolley in

place keeping your merchandise in the store,

with most thieves walking away empty handed.

As shoplifters experience less success,

professional thieves will be driven to easier

targets.

TSS is the UK’s largest privately owned security

company, employing over 4000 licensed security

personnel.

We are a family owned business which, in our 25

year history, has always remained true to our core

values of best value and service excellence, taking

care of our people who in turn take care of our

clients. Simple really.

Over time our business has diversified from being a

predominately retail specialist into many other

aspects of security. Unlike some companies we do

not claim to do everything – but what we do we do

well. A sound philosophy resulting in our impressive

client list and unrivalled customer retention.

THE GOLD 
STANDARD IN 

SECURITY

Always Investing in Our People

http://www.cbes.co.uk/
https://www.metrosecurity.co.uk/services/retail-analytics/
https://www.gatekeepersystems.com/us/solutions/pushout-prevention
https://totalsecurity.co.uk/


Smarter retail makes the difference

Attract customers, optimize store layout, prevent

shoplifting, reduce checkout lines, handling peak

shopping periods… there are several concerns to

operate as a retailer. Smart technologies are designed to

support you and give the consumer a greater, faster and

safer experience when shopping. Find the opportunities

to increase revenues and shape the future of your retail

store- all in real time.

For an 
introduction
To AXIS click 
the video 

Click here for Graham Swallow’s latest article The 
Golden Quarter – Customer confidence through 
threat mitigation 

Secur-it Integrated Services Ltd are extremely proud to

support team members with their extracurricular activities,

especially when they are soldiers of the Reserve Forces.

Over the pandemic we have been able to implement the

necessary work arrangements before, during and after periods

of mobilisation for our Engineer James Dobbs.

James has been employed as a Technical Engineer for 3 years

within our construction department, specialising in the

installation of security systems.

Retail is evolving at a furious pace, driven by the latest 

innovations in technology and the ongoing demands of the 

next generation of retail consumers.

In this fast-paced industry, retailers need to find the best 

possible way to protect assets, control losses, and enhance 

profitability in line with the needs of the business.

Our unique locking mechanism and 

patented detacher is proven to

reduce shoplifting by at least

50% compared to 

traditional security 

tags.

The Next Generation 

Concept Tag is now even 

harder to defeat, and is

available in AM, RF and RFID.

The future of Loss Prevention 

The Next Generation Concept Tag

ROLLER SHUTTERS, AUTOMATIC 
DOORS, GATES, BOLLARDS & 
BARRIERS.

With over 70 years combined experience in 

supplying and supporting access solutions, such as 

automatic doors, roller shutter doors and steel doors 

for small businesses and large corporations 

nationwide. We at Aceede Services are confident of 

finding the right solution for your company.

For more information contact 

enquiries@aceedeservices.com

https://www.axis.com/en-gb/solutions-by-industry/retail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0LGbEbEl80&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=AxisCommunications
https://www.axis.com/en-gb/newsroom/article/the-golden-quarter-customer-confidence-through-threat-mitigation-2?li_fat_id=509f4a98-c339-403c-bf2d-778ac2f0997d
http://www.secur-it.co.uk/
https://www.agon-systems.com/
https://www.aceedeservices.com/hardman-series/shield/
mailto:enquiries@aceedeservices.com


Unbreakable Security

Reveal was the first manufacturer to introduce AES encryption in

a body camera, so security has been at the heart of our products

for a long time.

Front Facing Screen

Studies show that when people can see they are being recorded

it can help calm them down and avoid conflict, and that’s just

what Calla does by de-escalating situations, reducing disruption

and recording an independent account of what happened.

One touch record

Having a single, quick and simple action to turn the camera on

has always been an essential feature in our body cameras. Our

intuitive red sliding switch is a positive action that confirms

activation by the physical position change on the camera and is

easy to operate for staff on the go.

Calla is a small, secure body 

camera with a front facing screen 

and cloud based video 

management software service for 

people working in healthcare, 

education and retail.

Working in partnership with the police, trade associations

and Clients, from construction and infrastructure to retail

and vacant premises, we have unique access to closed

source data and, using SmartWater’s proprietary

ODINTM crime data portal, can predict the movement of

organised crime gangs.

Once the threat is identified, and if an urgent response is

required, SmartWater can call upon an array of unique and

powerful crime deterrent technologies for rapid

deployment to target-harden critical assets within the

threatened region.

For more information contact enquiry@smartwater.com 

Metal Detectors Detect Metal Only, Thruvision Detects 
ALL types of Items*

Security in a Distribution Center is always challenging and a 

traditional staff exit screening such as hand held wanding or metal 

detectors offer limited support to the security team, particularly if 

the DC has Non Metallic Items ( fashion, cosmetics, Medicines, 

Tobacco etc).

Thruvision’s safe distance people screening technology allows you 

to effectively deliver hands off staff searches. Able to detect all 

metal and non metallic items *down to 3cm x 3cm, Thruvision has 

been proven to reduce theft in Distribution Centres by up to 80%, 

speed up staff exits and enhance the security of a DC.

To find out how Next, Morrisons, Sony, Wilko, Sports Direct, Boots, Hermes, 
Matalan, Tesco, JD Sports plus many more are benefiting from using Thruvision
visit www.thruvision.com or contact info@thruvision.com

https://www.hanwha-security.eu/retail/
https://www.revealmedia.co.uk/products/calla
https://www.smartwater.com/
https://thruvision.com/
http://www.thruvision.com/
mailto:info@thruvision.com


Amberstone are a major supplier of

intelligence-led manned guarding and loss

prevention services and one of the leading

providers of electronic security solutions

operating across the UK and Europe.

We pride ourselves on our tailored and

innovative approach to meeting our customers

needs, from comprehensive end-to-end

solutions to the procurement of bundled or

individual products and services.

We aim to provide 

the best return on 

investment for our 

varied client base, 

whilst reducing risk, 

minimising costs and 

sharing strategic 

best practice, 

wherever possible.

IntelliQ is the leading provider of Forensic Analysis

solutions to the retail industry. With a strong global

presence across multiple retail sectors, IntelliQ solutions

help our clients generate rapid, substantial and sustainable

ROI.

Our solutions enable clients to efficiently analyse data from

multiple sources to swiftly identify instances of fraud, loss

or failure of procedural compliance. Furthermore, our

expert team have unparalleled domain expertise in loss

prevention fraud analytics, having provided pioneering

train-of-thought and link analysis techniques to the retail

sector for over a decade.

To find out more about our solutions and how IntelliQ can

benefit your organisation, please feel free to get in touch at

support@intelliq.com

Hikvision is a world leading provider of security

products and solutions. Featuring an extensive and

highly skilled R&D workforce, Hikvision manufactures a

full suite of comprehensive products and solutions for

a broad range of vertical markets. In addition to the

security industry, Hikvision extends its reach to smart

home tech, industrial automation, and automotive

electronics industries to achieve its long-term vision.

Hikvision products also provide powerful business

intelligence for end users, which can enable more

efficient operations and greater commercial success. .

https://amberstone.co.uk/
https://www.sensormatic.com/
mailto:support@intelliq.com
https://www.intelliq.com/
https://www.hikvision.com/europe/solutions/solutions-by-industry/Retail/


enquiries@nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

home.nationalbusinesscrimesolution.com

Tackling business crime together
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